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Welcome to the
Edinburgh Iranian Festival 2017

Building on the success of previous Edinburgh Iranian Festival seasons, we are proud to announce 
that the sixth season is taking place from 9th – 19th February 2017. The Edinburgh Iranian Festival 
is a non-political showcase for world-class Iranian culture. 

Our festival hopes to address misconceptions about the country by shining a spotlight on some of 
the contemporary talent that Iran has produced - from musicians to photographers – while also 
highlighting the country’s rich traditional heritage – such as its food and its poetry.  

We are always keen to encourage collaborations across cultures, and this year the Edinburgh 
Iranian Festival will also feature some exciting pairings between Scottish and Iranian artists and 
performers.   

This year’s festival will particularly focus on: 
• Classical Iranian music – with a Scottish component 
• Food 
• Iranian cinema 
• Promoting tourism 
• And a bit of dance and theatre! 

This year’s festival will commence with films at the Filmhouse Cinema, who have been support-
ing us since our very first festival back in 2009. One of our particular highlights is a classical music 
concert at the Assembly Hall in collaboration with Iranian soprano Darya Dadvar and the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland. 

The National Museum of Scotland will be hosting a private talk and show and tell. We are also keen 
to encourage tourism to Iran through a photo exhibition and some interactive talks led by tour 
operators at the Nomads Tent. 

Please see relevant sections of the brochure or visit our website for more details: 
www.ediranfest.co.uk     

We would like to thank all of our sponsors for supporting the festival. A big thank you also to our 
volunteers and the festival’s organisational team, for their time and effort. We hope you enjoy the 
festival and are able to go to as many events as possible. 

To contact us, email us at info@ediranfest.co.uk 
The festival organisers do not take any responsibility for the political views of any of our guests.

Edinburgh Iranian Festival 2017
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Date: Saturday 11th Feb 2017
Time: 20:00 –21:30 (doors open at 19:00) 
Venue: Assembly Hall, Mound Place, EH1 2LU 
Entry: £25 (Concessions £20)
Box Office: Traverse Theatre, 10 Cambridge St, 
EH1 2ED 
Tel: 0131 228 1404 (online purchase available) 

Darya Dadvar is an Iranian soprano 
soloist and composer. She will be performing in 
Scotland for the first time as part of the 2017 
Edinburgh Iranian Festival. Apart from singing 
in English, French, German, Italian and Persian, 
Darya performs in various native languages of 
Iran. A graduate of The National Conservatory 
in Toulouse, France, she earned her Diplôme 
d’Etudes Musicales in voice in June 1999, and, 
subsequently, completed a four-year 
professional course in the Baroque style at the 
Conservatory of Toulouse in 2000.

Arezoo Symphony Orchestra was 
founded in 2011 by Amin Keshmiri, the
 conductor of this orchestra. Amin played with 
the Royal Scottish National Orchestra in 2014. 
All members of Arezoo Symphony are from the 
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland.  Their work 
includes Iranian Classical and Orchestral music 
such as compositions by Hossein Dehlavi, Majid 
Entezami, and Peyman Yazdanian.  Arezoo is a 
popular Iranian name meaning wish and 
ambition. Amin named the orchestra in the 
loving memory of his sister, Arezoo, who passed 
away in 2008 in Iran.

Iranian Classical Concert: 
Darya Dadvar in collaboration with Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland, conducted by 
Amin Keshmiri
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Iranian music on the Harp by Margaret 
Knight

Date: Thursday 9th Feb 2017
Time: 22:30
Venue: Filmhouse Café, 88 Lothian Rd, EH3 9BZ
Entry: FREE Admission
(For those attending the reception of the Iranian Film 
Season. See Film section for more details)

Margaret began her musical studies aged 18 and soon became a graduate and prize winner of the 
Royal Academy of Music, London, studying under Osian Ellis, David Watkins and later Tatiana Tauer 
in Russia. 

Her performance at the reception of the Iranian Film Season will include classical and folk Iranian 
music, which has become one of her new passions.

Margaret has performed for Russian television in the winter palace of Peter-the-Great; in Japan for 
the Empress at the Soka harp festival, Tokyo; in North and South America; in Istanbul, Scandinavia, 
Europe, New Zealand, Australia and Tasmania. She was awarded the Anglo Norse Prize in 1996 
and performed for the Yehudi Menuhin "Live Music Now" scheme, and in 2008 she was invited 
to Buckingham Palace for her services to British music. Here she was greeted by HRH The Queen. 
Margaret has also performed to Princess Diana, Prince Phillip and Princess Anne. She is harpist for 
the Hebridean Princess luxury cruises.

To contact Margaret you can email her on: knightharps@yahoo.co.uk

Music
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The 2017 Iranian Film Season will include 8 feature films and 2 short films, starting from Thursday 
9th Feb 2017, including a number of UK and Scottish Premiers. Building on the success of 
previous film seasons, cinema-goers will once again be treated to a wide selection of new releases 
at the cutting-edge of Iranian cinema. This is a season of two halves: on the one hand, it pays 
tribute to one of the legends of Iranian cinema, Abbas Kiarostami, who passed away recently in 
2016 - providing a retrospective on his life and work. On the other hand, it looks to the future of 
Iranian cinema by providing a platform for several young female directors, and a number of films 
with the stories of young women at their heart. 

Filmhouse is the venue for all screenings. Please contact the cinema directly to book tickets. 

Iranian Film Season

Venue: Filmhouse Cinema, 88 Lothian Road, EH3 9BZ 
T: +(44) 131 228 2688, www.filmhousecinema.com 

Take Me Home (مممم ممم ممم  - Mara bebar khane)
& 
76 Minutes and 15 Seconds With Abbas Kiarostami
followed by Q&A & Reception

Date: Thursday 9th Feb 2017

Time: 20:30

Take Me Home
Abbas Kiarostami • 2016 • Iran/Italy • 16mins • Farsi 
with English subtitles 
Abbas Kiarostami takes his camera to south of Italy and shows 
us a beautiful and playful video of alleys and stairs there. This is 
engaging as a film and satisfying as a multimedia piece of art. 

76 Minutes and 15 Seconds With Abbas Kiarostami
Seifollah Samadian • 2016 • Iran • 76 min & 15 Sec • Farsi with English subtitles 
The documentary ‘76 Minutes and 15 Seconds With Abbas Kiarostami’, compiled by photographer 
Seifollah Samadian, his friend and longtime collaborator, is both moving and apt in its intimate 
portrait of the director. Devoid of interviews, the film uses exclusive video footage spanning many 
phases in Kiarostami’s life and career to describe a multitalented artist and an exceptional man 
who embraced life. Joyfully moving and as modern in approach as Kiarostami himself. 

Q&A and Reception
The above screenings will be followed by a Q&A and Reception. Guests such as the director Mr 
Samadian, have been invited for this Q&A (subject to visa). Harp musician Margaret Knight will be 
performing Iranian pieces at the reception, see Music section for more details.
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The Salesman (ممممممم  - Forushande)

Date: Saturday 11th Feb 2017
Time: 15:30

Asghar Farhadi  • 2016 • Iran 
125mins • Farsi with English subtitles

Forushande is the story of a couple whose relationship begins to turn sour during their 
performance of Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman. Forced out of their apartment due to 
dangerous works on a neighbour’s building, Emad (Shahab Hosseini) and Rana (Taraneh Alidoosti) 
move into a new flat in the centre of Tehran. An incident linked to the previous tenant will 
dramatically change the young couple’s life.

Beach Flags (مممم مم مممم  - Parcham dar Sahel)
&
Daughter (مممم  - Dokhtar)
followed by Q&A

Date: Sunday 12th Feb 2017

Time: 17:45

Beach Flags 
Sarah Saidan • 2016 • Iran/France • 15min • Farsi 
with English subtitles 
Vida is a young Iranian lifeguard swimmer. Popular in her 
team, she is determined to fight in order to be the one to 
participate in an international competition in Australia. 
However, when Sareh, as fast and talented as her joins 
the team, she will have to face an unexpected situation.

Daughter 
Reza Mirkarimi• 2016 • Iran • 103min • Farsi with English subtitles 
The strict and traditional Mr Azizi leads an uneventful family life in an oil town of southern Iran. 
Then one day, exasperated by her father’s authoritarianism, Setareh announces she is off to Tehran 
to say farewell to one of her best friends who is leaving Iran for good. Unfortunately, the 
engagement celebrations of Setareh’s younger sister are taking place simultaneously. Despite her 
father’s objections Setareh takes the plane for Tehran. This act of disobedience sets in motion a 
series of perturbations that upset the calm tranquillity of the paterfamilias.
Q&A with Director:
The above screenings will be followed by a Q&A with the director of Beach Flags, Sarah Saidan. 
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Life and A Day (ممم مم م ممم - Abad va yek rooz)
Date: Monday 13th Feb 2017
Time: 17:55
Saeed Roostaee  • 2016 • Iran • 115mins • Farsi with English 

subtitles

Somayeh is at a loss. Her only desire is to leave her family and take her destiny in hand, yet the love 
of  her sick mother and exceptionally bright brother holds her back. One day her elder brother, 
Morteza, introduces her to an Afghan who wants to marry her and take her to Afghanistan. Despite 
herself, but moved by her brother’s concern, she accepts the offer, seeing it as primarily a means of 
escaping her family. And then, at the very last minute, she discovers the hidden face of the
 marriage proposal.

Nobody Dies Here (مممم ممم ممم ممممم - Inja kassi ne-
mimirad )
Date: Tuesday 14th Feb 2017
Time: 20:30
Hossein Kondori • 2016 • Iran • 78mins • Farsi with English 

subtitles

Ashkân, a young conscript, is sent to a far distant frontier where he lives alone to complete his 
military service. Fearing solitude he wanders to and fro and meets a young woman, Rojin, who 
apparently  lives alone in the same area and is also seeking human contact. Little by little as their 
relationship develops, Rojin’s often contradictory behaviour leads Ashkân to question whether she 
really exists or is just a figment of the hallucinations from which he previously suffered. Ashkân is 
thus beset by an inner conflict in which reality and illusion oppose one another.

Malaria (ممممممم  - Malaria)
Date: Wednesday 15th Feb 2017
Time: 18:10
Parviz Shahbazi • 2016 • Iran • 90mins •

Farsi with English subtitles

A young girl informs her father she’s been kidnapped and asks him to bring the ransom 
money. Panicked, her father and brothers go to Tehran to look for her. They are 
unaware, however, that the girl has in fact  eloped with her boyfriend and now spends 
her time in the company of a band of street musicians. Following the arrest of the band 
leader and full of love for her boyfriend, the young girl descends an uncertain path. 
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Breath (ممم  - Nafas)
Date: Thursday 16th Feb 2017
Time: 18:00
Narges Abyar • 2016 • Iran • 110mins • Farsi with English subtitles

This film tells the story of the daily life of a daydreaming little girl, Bahar, 
and how her hopes and dreams are impacted by the Iran-Iraq war that 
began in 1980. Bahar loves reading books, and she makes the harsh 
realities of the world around her easier for herself to tolerate by mixing 
folk stories with the events of real life. It is a film that tells of a young 
girl's dreams - and how she copes when they are suddenly buried with 
her under rubble when their home is hit by rockets in the midst of war.

Being Born (مممم مممم مم  - Be Donya Amadan)
Date: Friday 17th Feb 2017
Time: 18:10
Mohsen Abdolvahab • 2016 • Iran • 92mins • Farsi with English sub-

titles
Pari and Farhad are a middle-class family who are both involved in 
theatre and cinema. They love each other and are happy with their son, 
though Pari unexpectelly becomes pregnant. Farhad insists on an 
abortion but Pari believes the abortion is inhuman and cannot accept 
her husband's idea. A baby,which has the possibility to make a family's 
life happier, causes some serious changes in their situation.

Q&A with Director Sarah Saidan
Sarah Saidan is an animation director and has been invited for a Q&A 
after screening of her film "Beach Flags" on 12th of February. She 
started exploring the world of art by studying graphic design but later 
found the most pleasure in making animation films. She initially studied 
in the University of Art in Tehran and then moved to France to study at 
La Poudriere, an animation film school. www.sarahsaidan.com   

Q&A with Director Seifollah Samadian
Mr Samadian has been invited for a Q&A and panel discussion after 
screening of his film "76 Minutes and 15 Seconds With Abbas
 Kiarostami" on 9th of February. (subject to visa).  Mr Samadian is a 
director and cinematographer. He started his career as a photographer 
since 1968 and as a documentary filmmaker since 1978. He is the 
founding director of the Annual Image Visual Arts Festival and Tassvir 
Film Festival, as well as the Tassvir (Image) Magazine. For further details 
on the panel please visit our website.
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09/02/2017

2017 Edinburgh Iranian Festival Calendar
10/02/2017 11/02/2017 12/02/2017 13/02/2017

Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday

Photo Exhibition @ Filmhouse Café Bar 09/02/2017-19/02/2017 10:00-21:00

Books about Iran@ Blackwell's Bookshop (09:00-20:00 Monday to Saturday, Sunday 12:00-18:00)

76 Minutes and 15 
Seconds With Abbas
Kiarostami &Take me home 
@ Filmhouse@ 20:30

Iranian Music on Harp
Opening Reception 
@ Filmhouse Café Bar
@ 22:30

  Museum Private Tour 
@ National Museum of 
Scotland
@ 14:30-16:00

Theatre: Mimi's Suitcase
@ Nomads Tent
@ 20:00-21:00

Cookery Workshop
@ New Town Cookery 
School
@ 12:00-15:00

Salesman 
@ Filmhouse 
@ 15:30

Iranian Classical Concert 
with Darya Dadvar 
@ Assembly Hall
20:00-21:40

Dance Workshop
@ Nomads Tent
Kids' Workshop :10:00-11:00 
Adults' Workshop 11:00 – 12:00

Film & Talk
Exploring Iranian Tourism 
@ Nomads Tent
@14:00-15:30

Theatre: Hafez & Burns 
@ Nomads Tent
@ 16:00-17:00

Beach Flags & Daughter
@ Filmhouse 
@ 17:45

Film
Life and A Day 
@ Filmhouse
@ 17:55
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2017 Edinburgh Iranian Festival Calendar
14/02/2017 15/02/2017 16/02/2017 17/02/2017 18/02/2017 19/02/2017

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Photo Exhibition @ Filmhouse Café Bar 09/02/2017-19/02/2017 10:00-21:00

Books about Iran@ Blackwell's Bookshop (09:00-20:00 Monday to Saturday, Sunday 12:00-18:00)

Film
Nobody Dies Here  
@ Filmhouse
@ 20:30

Film
Malaria
@ Filmhouse
@18:10

Film
Breath
@ Filmhouse
@18:00

Film
Being Born 
@ Filmhouse
@ 18:10
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HAFEZ & BURNS – BARDS APART?

(Performed in English, Scots & Farsi, with 
English Subtitles)
Date: Sunday 12th Feb 2017
Time: 16:00 –17:00
Venue: 21 St Leonard’s Lane, EH8 9SH
Entry: FREE Admission

Robert Burns: Ploughman Poet, Scotia’s Bard, Master of the Standard Habbie.

Hafez: Master of the Ghazal, his Divan in every Iranian home, his work unsurpassed in Persian 
literature.

Separated by four centuries and over 4000 miles, by culture, by history, by religion, by language, 
they can’t really have anything in common – can they?  Are Burns and Hafez “Bards Apart” or 
have they got far more in common than that which divides? Join us for this genre-defying event 
in celebration of both these great poets and you – the audience - will decide! In keeping with the 
traditions of both Scotland and Iran,  the two bards’ key poems and songs will be performed with 
a bit of context and discussion. For those who don’t understand Farsi – or 18th century Scots – we 
have English subtitles! 

This event will be followed by a complimentary drinks reception.

Books about Iran available at the 
Blackwell’s Bookshop

Date: 9th till 19th Feb 2017 
Time: Mon-Sat: 09:00-20:00 / Sun: 12.00-
18:00
Venue: Blackwell’s, 53-62 South Bridge, EH1 
1YS

To mark the Festival, the Blackwell’s 
bookshop have put together a special
 collection of books on Iran, its history, and 
its culture. This collection will be available for 
purchase throughout the Festival so visit the 
shop and enjoy a browse!
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A taste of Persia! 
Iranian cookery demonstration and lunch with MaziMas

Date: Saturday 11th Feb 2017
Time: 12:00 – 15:00
Venue: Edinburgh New Town Cookery School, 7 Queen St, Edinburgh, EH2 1JE
Entry: £25 (£20 for early birds) 
Box Office: Eventbrite (Visit our website for booking details) 

The last few years have seen a remarkable rise in the popularity of Persian food, with best-selling 
cookery books devoted to it, and supermarkets stocking ingredients like sumac and rosewater. Food 
provides a unique window into a culture, and we’re delighted to announce an exciting collaboration 
with pop-up cooking collective MaziMas, whose recipes have featured in The Guardian.

In a first for the New Town Cookery School, we will have a demonstration of some classic Persian 
dishes, led by MaziMas chef Zohreh Shahrabi. It will be followed by a three course buffet lunch, and 
all attendees will recipe a booklet of recipes and ingredients. 

Zohreh sees cooking as a kind of art, where the pan becomes your canvas and the colours of the 
dish are added with spices and herbs. So come and be inspired - get a flavour of Iran! 

www.mazimas.co.uk 
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Mimi’s Suitcase

Date: Friday 10th Feb 2017
Time: 20:00 –21:30 (doors open at 19:30)  
Venue: 21 St Leonard’s Lane, Edinburgh EH8 9SH 
Entry: £12 (Concession £10)
Box Office:  Eventbrite (Visit our website for booking details) 

Winner of Audience Choice Award for Best Play at the 2016 
Iranisches Theatre Festival in Heidelberg, Germany, we are 
delighted to present this critically-acclaimed play in
Edinburgh for the first time.

Mimi’s Suitcase is the true story of a teenage girl who returns to her native Iran from Spain in the 
midst of the 1980s Iran-Iraq war. This involuntary uprooting awakens engaging questions about 
identity, language, culture and homeland in this hilarious and heart-warming universal coming-of-
age journey of resilience, humanity and, above all, hope. 

The play will be performed in English, Spanish and Persian with English subtitles. 

Iranian Dance Workshop with Anna 
Tabe and the Colours of Life
(For Kids and Adults) 

Date: Sunday 12th Feb 2017
Time (Kids Class): 10:00 – 11:00
Time (Adult Class): 11:00 – 12:00
Venue: 21 St Leonard’s Lane, EH8 9SH 
Entry: FREE Admission

Join Anna and The Colours of Life from the Maryhill Integration Network, for an amazing 
experience, a journey through Iran via the motif of dance. The workshop will start by a 
performance by The Colours of Life and then continue with traditional dances from different 
regions in Iran. There will also be a special workshop tailored for our younger audience, at 10am, 
which welcomes kids of all ages. 

All workshops are suitable for both males and females. 
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Spotlight on Iran!

Date: Friday 10th Feb 2017
Time: 14:30 – 16:00
Venue: The National Museum of 
Scotland, Chambers St, EH1 1JF, 
Seminar Room ( Learning Centre 
Level 4)
Entry: FREE Admission (Ticketed) 
Box Office: Call the museum on 
+44(0)300 123 6789  

Senior curator  Dr Friederike Voigt traces the history of the Iranian collections of National Museums 
Scotland, from their beginnings in the 19th century. She will focus on the role of Scottish engineer 
and diplomat, Sir Robert Murdoch Smith, in building up the collections, and explore how ideas
 surrounding their development, research and display have changed. The talk will be 
complemented by a show and tell with a selection of objects from their collections.

Talks
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Passport to Persia: Exploring Iranian Tourism 

Date: Sunday 12th Feb 2017 
Time: 14:00-15:30
Venue: The Nomads Tent, 21 St Leonard’s Lane, EH8 9SH
Entry: FREE Admission 

PersiaPort will also be present at the above talk, giving a window on Iran through the various 
services they provide, aimed at those who are interested in knowing more about Iran’s culture, 
history and natural and archaeological attractions - or for those who want to visit Iran. 

There will be an opportunity to try out PersiaPort virtual reality headsets as well as to talk to them 
about services they provide for travel to Iran.  

Join us for a session that explores various aspects of Iranian tourism. The session includes a film 
and talk about adventurous travel to the mountains of Iran, as well as a broader talk on the
practicalities of travel to Iran and the opportunity to ‘visit’ Iran via virtual reality! See below for 
more details.

Persian Pursuits: A short film and talk by Shirin Shabestari about trips to the mountains in   Iran.
“Down in the city, I was a girl being treated differently. When I went to the mountains with my Dad, 
I felt like an equal.“ Shirin Shabestari is founder and director of Persian Pursuits, the first UK based 
company to specialise in trekking, climbing and skiing expeditions to Iran. Shirin’s love of climbing 
began at the young age of 5, when her dad took her into the mountains of her native Iran. Since 
then, she has scaled Damavand, the highest peak in Iran (and the Middle East), among many other 
mountaineering challenges. We will be screening a short film about Shirin’s ambition to bridge Iran 
and the West via her love of the mountains, followed by a talk and Q&A.
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Date: Monday 30th Jan – Sunday 19th Feb 2017
Time: 10:00 – 21:00
Venue: Filmhouse Café Bar, 88 Lothian Rd, Edinburgh, EH3 9BZ
Entry: FREE Admission 

This photo exhibition in the Filmhouse Cafe Bar hopes to tackle misconceptions about 
life in Iran by shedding light on everyday Iran and Iranians - giving us a window into their 
world. The photos exhibited are the winning entries of a competition the festival ran on 
social media, calling for photographs that show an aspect of life in Iran - perhaps one 
that might be unexpected to the outside world - or simply photos that illustrate what 
Iran means to them.

Photo Exhibition: “A Window on my Iran” 



18 Gold Sponsors

Islamic & Middle Eastern Studies 
(IMES)
Leading institution for studying Arabic, Per-
sian, Turkish & Middle Eastern Studies. Also 
see their MSc in Persian Civilisation
A: 19 George Square, EH8 9LD
T: +44 (0)131 650 4182
E: info@sameducation.co.uk
W: www.imes.ed.ac.uk 

Arts & Business Scotland
A national charity dedicated to encouraging new 
and sustainable arts and business  relationships. 
T: +44(0) 131 556 3353
W: www.aandbscotland.org.uk

AMA (New Town) Ltd
Developers at the forefront of Edin-
burgh’s conservation and redevelopment 
for the past 30 years.  
A: 15 Coates Crescent, EH3 7AF
T: +44 (0)131 226 1780
W: www.amahomes.co.uk

Highlander Scotland Ltd
An outdoor product retail company, 
established in 1985 in Edinburgh.
A: Todd Square, EH54 5EF
T: +44 (0) 1506 438 438
W: www.highlander-outdoor.com 

Persia Port
An information gateway to rediscover Iran. 
Tours, visa transportation services as well as a 
Blog and virtual reality tours. 
I: www.instagram.com/persiaportcom 
E: info@persiaport.com 
W: https://persiaport.com  

Tailors UK
Providing high-quality alterations, dress-
making & dry cleaning.
A: 60 Thistle St, EH2 1EN
T: +44 (0)131 220 6262

Nafiseh Mirzai
Award winning makeup artist & hair 
stylist Ella Mi .Provides Services For Wed-
ding, Proms, Editorial and Commercial 
Fashion Shoots and all other Special 
Occasions.
T: +44(0)784 65 399 32
E: info@nafisehmakeupartist.co.uk
W: www.nafisehmakeupartsit.co.uk 

Filmhouse Cinema
Scotland’s foremost independent cinema, celebrating 
world cinema. 
A: 88 Lothian Road, EH3 9BZ
T: +(44) 131 228 2688 
W: www.filmhousecinema.com 

Dream Lab Films
Producer, promoter and distributor of 
Iranian Films.
A: 14, chemin des Chichourliers, 06110 Le 
Cannet, France
T: +33(0)4 93 38 75 61
E: info@dreamlabfilms.com
W: www.dreamlabfilms.com 

Supported by Film Hub 
Scotland, part of the BFI's 
Film Audience Network.

National Museums Scotland
With collections of national & interna-
tional importance, presenting & inter-
preting them for a broad audience.
A: Chambers Street, EH1 1JF
T: +44 (0) 300 123 6789
W: www.nms.ac.uk



19Silver/Bronze Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Media Sponsors

Please visit our website for more details on all sponsors: 
www.ediranfest.co.uk

Janet Rady Fine Art

Affiliates
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